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Every Dataset has a Story
• Studies that generate research data often 
have fascinating histories
• Motivations behind a data collection can 
enhance understanding
• Stories about data can encourage  
analysis
• Stories can engage the research 
community
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Every Dataset has a Story
• Downloading has historically been the 
primary communication between 
researchers and data archives




• Bandwidth limitations are no longer a 
concern
• People have Internet access in their 
pockets 
• Options for interactive communication 
have increased (e.g.  forums, social media)




Changing role of Archives
• Traditional: Providers of data and codebooks
• Emerging: Active facilitators of research
• Data discovery tools (e.g., variable search)
• Online Analysis
• Bibliography of Data-related Literature
• Data usage aids (e.g., Data Guides, 
Data Driven Learning Guides)
• Virtual Data Enclave for restricted data
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1. Background: Archives
Evolving relationships with data providers 
and data users
• Interactive
• Multiway communication and contributions
Data Providers Archives Data Users
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1. Background: Archives
How can we use these evolving 
relationships to engage data 




Partner with Principal Investigators to 
provide:
• Background beyond standard metadata
• Tips on approaching data
• Reasons data were collected
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2. Contributors: Data Providers
• Encourage sharing of study-related 
materials that can enhance documentation 
and metadata: 




• Notes on working with specific datasets (e.g., 
overcoming obstacles)
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2. Contributors: Data Users
• Builds a support community for data
• Enriches scientific enterprise as well as 
specific datasets
• Provides a way for data users to give back
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2. Contributors: Benefits
• Promotes data analysis and the 
importance of data
•Brings data “to life,” particularly for novice 
researchers; helps them see possibilities
• Research builds on research
• Inspire new research
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2. Contributors: Benefits
• Data Sharing for Demographic Research 
(DSDR) at ICPSR is collecting:
• Mini interviews with study PIs about their 
research and why data were collected
• Stories from data users about their experience 
analyzing data
• Interviews and stories will be incorporated 
into the website and promoted on social 
media
• Stories are just the start! 
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3. Engagement
To encourage and enable end-user 
contributions, thereby facilitating and 





• Collected stories 
will be featured on 
the DSDR home 
page as way to 
engage data users
• Potential to entice 
website visitors to 
learn more about 










4. Stories: Data Providers
• Features work of Data 
Provider in interview 
format
• Opportunity for Data 
Provider to promote 
study to new and 
repeat users of data
• To be incorporated into 
DSDR website in 
multiple areas: home 
page, study page, 
interviews page
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4. Stories: Data Providers
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4. Stories: Data Users
• Highlights secondary 
analysis of data in 
DSDR
• Opportunity for Data 
Users to promote 
research and talk 
about experience
• To be incorporated 
into DSDR website in 
multiple areas: home 
page, study page, 
data stories page
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4. Stories: Data Users
• Launch Data Stories feature on DSDR 
website DSDR.ICPSR.UMICH.EDU
• Promote feature and acquire additional PI 
interviews and data user stories
• Seek additional user contributions such as 
syntax, scales, and notes on working with 
specific datasets
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5. Next Steps
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6. Questions
Sarah Rush: shawtin@umich.edu
John Marcotte: jemarcot@umich.edu
DSDR:  DSDR.ICPSR.UMICH.EDU
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Contact Information
@DSDRdata
